The ODMG standard is a proposal to solve one of the main drawbacks of object-oriented databases (OODBs): the lack of a standard for object definition and management. Nevertheless, this standard does not offer a solution for another lack of OODBs, related to the definition of external schemas. In this work, a methodology to define external schemas in ODMG databases is put forward. This methodology proposes a solution for the tasks involved-specification, closure and generation of external schemas-introducing also an extension of ODMG metadata to enable the definition of external schemas in ODMG databases.
INTRODUCTION
Object-oriented databases (OODBs) appeared in the 1980s as a result of the limitations of relational databases (RDBs) for manipulating complex objects. However, some of the problems solved in RDBs were not solved in OODBs. Two of these problems are the lack of a standard for object definition and management and the lack of mechanisms to define external schemas. External schemas match the highest level of the ANSI/SPARC architecture. This architecture consists of three levels of schemas: the internal schema, which describes the storage structures for a database; the conceptual schema, which describes the logical model of the database; and external schemas, which provide different views of the conceptual schema for particular users or groups of users.
Regarding the first problem (the lack of a standard), the publishing of the ODMG standard [1, 2, 3] was an important step forward in the definition of a standard for OODBs, embodying vendors' efforts to standardize OODBs. The first version of the ODMG standard, ODMG-93, dates from 1993 [1] . In order to solve the problems of the first version, subsequent releases were developed: in 1997, ODMG 2.0 was published [2] ; in 2000, the current version, ODMG 3.0, was produced [3] . Throughout this period, the ODMG standard has been subject to several criticisms [4, 5, 6] , and some deficiencies are still present, so that some extensions have been made recently to overcome these problems. We can point to the extensions to the object model proposed in [7, 8] to handle time and triggers, and the formalizations of the ODMG query language (OQL) proposed in [9, 10] .
With respect to the second problem (the lack of mechanisms to define external schemas) much work has been carried out in order to provide OODBs with this functionality [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] . These works propose solutions to define external schemas, although they differ in their approach and in the object model used. Since the development of the ODMG standard some proposals have been defined based on it [13, 14] . However, they do not either offer a global solution to the problem or propose an extension of the object-oriented paradigm. This extension allows the use of new relationships (e.g. may-be, ISVIEW and so on) between classes in object schemas. Other works developed in this ODMG context propose some extensions to define views [22] and the use of the ODMG object model in federated databases [23, 24] .
In this paper, a methodology to define external schemas for ODMG databases is proposed. Our proposal does not need to extend the object-oriented paradigm and it offers a global solution to the definition of external schemas, providing a language to specify external schemas, as well as functionalities for schema closure and schema generation. Schema closure deals with guaranteeing that no class of a schema has references to other classes that are not included in it; schema generation obtains the inheritance relationships existing between the classes of a schema. In addition, given that ODMG metadata do not include support for defining external schemas, in this work an extension is proposed for such a purpose. Therefore, adding to the ODMG standard the functionality of defining external schemas allows ODMG databases to fulfil the ANSI/SPARC architecture, as RDBs do.
Part of the work described here has been published in preliminary papers, as will be noted in specific sections. However, this paper is an extended version of these preliminary papers and presents a broader view of the overall methodology. This paper is also a result of the research we
The Computer Journal Vol. 48 No. 6, 2005 Defining External Schemas in ODMG Databases 715 have been carrying out on OODBs to integrate heterogeneous data sources using federated databases, paying attention in past years to ODMG. The semantic richness of the objectoriented model and the development of the ODMG object model as a potential standard make this model a candidate to be considered as the canonical model for the federated schema. However, some extension must be carried out on the object model to overcome its deficiencies, specifically in terms of those issues related to defining views, as is proposed in [22, 24] and in the work we are carrying out.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the main external schema definition methodologies are summarized. Section 3 introduces the proposed methodology and describes some details, including those related to extending ODMG metadata to allow the definition of external schemas and those connected with the schema closure and generation processes. In Section 4, an example is described to illustrate the use of the methodology. Finally, Section 5 presents some conclusions and outlines future work.
EXISTING APPROACHES TO DEFINING EXTERNAL SCHEMAS IN OODBs
OODBs are databases that support an object model, so that schemas consist of a class hierarchy. External schemas are also class hierarchies that provide different views of the conceptual schema. These views can be obtained by hiding some classes (e.g. relating to security issues) or including new ones, named derived classes, which customize the existing ones, named base classes. Customization may preserve, reduce or augment the information capacity. Operations related to the preservation or reduction of the information capacity involve hiding some properties or operations or applying some transformations (e.g. show the number of cars owned by a person, instead of showing the cars he or she has). Operations related to the augmentation of the information capacity involve the creation of new properties that cannot be obtained from the properties of base classes or the creation of new objects generated from the objects of base classes. Derived classes that allow the generation of new objects are defined with object generating semantics; derived classes that do not generate new objects are defined with object preserving semantics. The semantic richness of the object model makes the definition of external schemas more difficult in OODBs than in RDBs, because object-oriented schemas consist of a class hierarchy instead of a flat list of relations. Unlike RDBs, where views are added to the list of relations, derived classes must be integrated into the class hierarchy, and then subclass and superclass relationships between derived classes and the rest of the classes must be obtained. This problem is known as the positioning problem and it is also present in object-relational databases (ORDBs). ORDBs extend RDBs to include some object-oriented features, allowing, for example, the definition of abstract data types (ADTs) and inheritance. The definition of an ADT may include a list of supertypes to build an ADT hierarchy, and then the positioning problem recurs when derived ADTs are defined and have to be integrated into an existing hierarchy.
In order to solve the positioning problem, different approaches have been proposed, and some of them may also be used in ORDBs, including the one proposed in this paper. In [25] , an in-depth study of the main proposals to define external schemas is presented. In this section, an updated and brief study is presented: existing methodologies have been classified on the basis of the object model used, obtaining a group where particular object models have been used and a group that have defined their proposals based on a standard, such as the ODMG standard.
In order to show how each of the approaches studied works, a database example will be used. The database stores data about people and the cars they own. People may be clients or employees. Figure 1a illustrates the schema, where some properties have been included. From this schema, let us suppose that an external schema hiding the category of employees and selecting those earning more than $10,000 must be defined. For such a purpose, a derived class Employee' must be defined from Employee, hiding the category and selecting those objects that have a salary greater than $10,000. Figure 1b illustrates the resulting external schema.
Methodologies defined using particular object models
Most of the existing methodologies to define external schemas are classified in this group because until the mid1990s no object standard was available for OODBs. The necessity of defining external schemas in OODBs was introduced in [26, 27] . In these works, derived classes are integrated manually by the schema definer or are placed as direct subclasses of the class Object, the uppermost class in the hierarchy. Explicit integration of derived classes allows the possibility of introducing inconsistencies into the schemas. In the running example, on the one hand Employee' would be placed automatically as a subclass of Object without representing the subclass relationship that exists between Employee' and People; on the other hand, Employee' could be placed correctly or incorrectly in the external schema by the schema definer. One of the main groups of methodologies for defining external schemas is that developed for the O 2 system [11, 17, 20] . Derived classes can be defined with object preserving semantics and object generating semantics using an object algebra. External schemas are defined by extending a base schema to obtain an extended schema. Then, a projection is applied to the extended schema in order to obtain the desired schema. Subclass relationships in external schemas are obtained from the definition of derived classes, but only for basic cases (e.g. derived classes defined as selections are placed as subclasses of their base classes). However, derived classes combining selection and projection operations must be placed into the object schema by the schema definer. In the running example, since Employee' has been defined using selection and projection operators, the derived class must be integrated by the schema definer. Derived classes defined with object generating semantics are always placed as direct subclasses of Object.
In [21] , a mechanism based on the COCOON object model is proposed. Derived classes are defined with object preserving semantics using an object algebra. From the derived class definition, the class type is determined. Derived classes are placed in the class hierarchy automatically on the basis of their type and their extent. When a derived class is defined combining projection and selection operations, intermediate derived classes are generated. In this proposal, issues related to the specification or generation of external schemas are not covered. In the running example, an intermediate derived class Employee'' is defined as a superclass of Employee and Employee' with the same extent as Employee but with the type of Employee'. The intermediate derived class is also a subclass of People, as Figure 2 depicts. However, as we can see in Figure 2 , the intermediate class has been generated with attention only to integration purposes; it is not needed for the external schema.
Another mechanism defined on a non-standard object model is MultiView [18] . It divides the definition of external schemas into independent tasks: definition of derived classes, integration of derived classes, specification of classes to be included in external schemas and generation of external schemas.
Classes are defined with object preserving semantics using an object algebra similar to the one proposed in [21] , although in [28] derived classes may be defined with object generating semantics. Using this algebra, subclass relationships between derived classes and their base classes are obtained. Derived classes are integrated into a global schema, which incorporates the initial schema of the database as well as all derived classes defined during the database life. External schemas are subsets of this schema because, as in [21] , derived classes are integrated into it to obtain subclass relationships with respect to existing classes, although intermediate classes may also be generated. In the running example, the global schema is the same as the one obtained with the previous approach illustrated in Figure 2 .
Previous methodologies preserve the object-oriented paradigm because they do not use additional relationships in external schemas to relate classes. In addition, previous methodologies may generate intermediate classes to integrate derived classes. However, other methodologies propose the extension of the object-oriented paradigm in order to avoid the generation of these intermediate classes, as shown above.
In [16] , derived classes may be defined using object generating semantics. The authors propose that database schemas consist of two hierarchies: one for non-derived classes and another for derived classes (view hierarchy). Derived classes are related with their base classes using the derived-from relationship. Subclass relationships are defined manually, so that the validity of schemas relies on the schema definer. In the running example, a derived-from relationship defined between Employee' and Employee would be present in the external schema, extending the object-oriented paradigm. In addition, the subclass relationship existing between Employee' and People must be explicitly defined by the schema definer.
In [20] , a method to define external schemas is proposed that introduces a new relationship (may-be) to relate derived classes with their base classes. In order to solve the positioning problem, derived classes live apart in another hierarchy different to the one used by non-derived classes. Derived classes may be defined with object generating semantics. The external schema obtained using this approach
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In [12, 15] , a mechanism to define external schemas is proposed. It is based on the derived class definition mechanism proposed in [29] , which allows the definition of derived classes with object generating semantics. Derived classes are integrated to extend the object-oriented paradigm, introducing a new dimension in end-user schemas, the derivation dimension. The derivation relationship is used in external schemas for two purposes: first, it represents the relationship between derived classes and their base classes; second, it avoids the generation of intermediate classes, as happens in [18, 21] . Finally, subclass relationships may be explicitly defined between derived classes, but the existence of a subclass relationship between their base classes is also necessary; furthermore, the predicate defining the derived subclass must be stricter than the one defining the derived superclass. As in previous approaches, the external schema of the running example would include a relationship between classes not defined in the object-oriented paradigm, as is the case with the derivation relationship.
Methodologies defined on ODMG
The ODMG standard is an important step forward in the definition of a standard for OODBs that has prompted vendors to standardize OODBs. However, the current version of the standard, ODMG 3.0, still has some deficiencies, and some work has been carried out recently to overcome them.
Research activity in the ODMG context is mainly related to extending the ODMG standard to solve its deficiencies, although some approaches have also been developed using ODMG compliant databases to implement the research. We can point to the extension of the ODMG object model for composite objects [30] , the extension of the object model for supporting time and triggers [7, 8] , the formalization of an object algebra and semantics for the query language [9, 10] , the extension of the ODMG object model for managing spatial and historical data of the Tripod data model introduced in [31] , the study of the viability of using the ODMG data model as a canonical data model in a multidatabase environment described in [22] , the view mechanism proposed in [24] to be used in federated databases using ODMG as a canonical data model and the interface developed in [23] for making the interaction with the ODMG schema repository easier. In addition, many prototypes have been developed using ODMG-compliant databases, such as the object version system built upon an ODMG database described in [32] and the solution to the problem of incrementally maintaining materialized views in ODMG databases put forward in [33] .
Another deficiency of the ODMG standard is related to the definition of views in its two meanings: on the one hand, related to the definition of derived classes and, on the other hand, related to the definition of external schemas. With respect to the definition of derived classes, [14] and [22] have proposed view mechanisms in ODMG to define derived classes because ODMG allows only the definition of named queries for such a purpose. With respect to the definition of external schemas in ODMG, this subsection provides an overview of existing methodologies to define external schemas on ODMG. However, before this overview, we introduce some issues of ODMG relevant to this work. The ODMG standard consists of an object model, an object definition language (ODL), an object query language (OQL) and bindings to object-oriented programming languages, such as C++ and Java. In the ODMG object model, the basic modelling properties are the object and the literal. Objects and literals can be categorized by their types. All elements of a type have a common range of states (the same set of properties) and a common behaviour (the same set of operations). The state of an object is defined by the values it has for its set of properties. These properties can be attributes (e.g. name, idEmployee) or relationships with other objects (e.g. relationship between teachers and students). In ODMG, only binary relationships are allowed, which may be 1:1, 1:M or M:N. The behaviour of an object is defined by the set of operations executed on or by the object. These operations may raise exceptions.
In ODMG, there are several ways to specify types: a literal specification defines only the abstract state of a literal type; an interface definition is a specification that defines only the abstract behaviour of an object typedirect instances of an interface cannot be created; a class definition is a specification that defines the abstract behaviour and the abstract state of an object type. Because of the existence of two different object types (i.e. classes and interfaces) two sorts of inheritance relationships may be defined in ODMG, known as ISA and EXTENDS. ISA inheritance is a behaviour inheritance between object types. An EXTENDS relationship defines state and behaviour inheritance relationships between object types. ISA is a multiple inheritance relationship that can be defined between interfaces or between classes and the interfaces that they implement. EXTENDS is a simple inheritance relationship between two classes where the subordinate class inherits the state and the behaviour of the class that is extending. Figure 3 illustrates the ODMG schema corresponding to an extended version of the one proposed in Figure 1 , and it is defined using the ODMG object model. For the sake of simplicity, operations are not depicted in the figure. The database stores data about people. People may be clients or employees. People have vehicles, which are manufactured by a firm; vehicles can be owned only by a person. In addition, the addresses of people are stored as objects. Clients have the same characteristics as people, but something else is stored about employees. In addition, information about temporary staff is stored. Temps and employees have several properties and behaviour in common, but these are different to the common issues between employees and clients.
To the best of our knowledge, [13] and [14] have studied in depth the definition of external schemas in ODMG. In addition, in [22, 23, 24] , the definition of views in ODMG in the context of federated databases is studied.
In [13] a proposal is put forward for ODMG-93, although it is also valid for the current version of ODMG. In this work, schemas consist of a type hierarchy and a class hierarchy, but it addresses only the problem related to the type hierarchy, leaving the class hierarchy and the definition of derived classes as future work. Inheritance relationships between types are specified manually. In [14] , an ODMG extension is proposed to allow the definition of derived classes and external schemas. Most of the work is devoted to the definition of derived classes and binding to C++, although some issues related to the generation of external schemas in ODL and C++ are also studied. Derived classes are proposed as a new type of the object model, as well as classes or interfaces. Derived classes are integrated in two different ways depending on whether the integration is carried out in ODMG schemas or in C++ schemas: (i) in ODL hierarchies (i.e. ODMG schemas), a relationship similar to the derivation relationship [29] , named the ISVIEW relationship, is used in external schemas between derived classes and their base classes. Therefore, the object-oriented paradigm is extended. (ii) in C++ schemas, however, derived classes are always placed as superclasses of their base classes, and as subclasses of the superclasses of the base classes, although such a subclass relationship does not exist between them. That is, following this approach, derived classes defined as selections (i.e. subclasses of their base classes) are placed in C++ schemas as superclasses of their base classes. For example, if we want to define an external schema from the conceptual schema of Figure 3 , replacing the class Employee with a derived class that selects only those employees whose category is manager, a Manager class 1 has to be defined. However, the Manager class, which is indeed a subclass of Employee because it is defined as a selection, is defined in the C++ schema as a superclass of Employee, which is misleading to users.
In the context of federated databases, the definition of derived classes and external schemas is studied in [22, 23, 24] . [22] is mainly focused on the development of a mechanism to define derived classes in ODMG. This work also depicts the use of these derived classes to define external schemas in federated databases for building export schemas and external 1 Defined as an abstract class, as the authors suggest. schemas (defined from the federated schema). However, details about schema closure (i.e. what happens when classes belonging to an external schema have references to classes that are not included in it) and schema generation (i.e. obtaining inheritance relationships between schema classes) are not shown in this work. In [23] , the operators and syntax of a view definition language for ODMG to be used in the integration of heterogeneous data sources in a federated database are proposed. In [24] , an interface to make querying metadata in integration processes easier is introduced by means of a metadata query language. This language interacts with an extension of the ODMG schema repository proposed in the same paper to enable the definition of views and external schemas in ODMG. Table 1 summarizes the main features of the approaches studied in this section.
OUR METHODOLOGY TO DEFINE EXTERNAL SCHEMAS IN ODMG
As stated in the previous section, one of the issues that must be addressed by an external schema definition methodology is the integration of derived classes. In the proposed methodology, derived classes are defined and integrated in the repository, as in [18, 28] . However, in our methodology the integration is carried out using the derivation relationship [29] in the repository to relate derived classes with their base classes, as proposed in [19] , avoiding the generation of intermediate classes [18, 21] that may be not necessary for external schemas. The semantics of the derivation relationship is 'it has been defined (derived) from'. The derivation relationship is also used in other mechanisms [14, 15] , but they extend the object-oriented paradigm to define a new dimension (derivation dimension). This extension allows the use of derivation relationship in user schemas. However, in our methodology the derivation relationship is not used in user schemas. Instead, it is used only in the repository to relate derived classes with their base classes. Therefore, external schemas are still OO schemas, ODMG schemas particularly, where derived classes and non-derived classes coexist, as in [11, 13, 14, 18, 23, 24, 29] ; likewise external schemas in RDBs consist of views and tables. In OODBs, this mixture may cause major problems, as pointed out in [16] , but these problems can be solved using any solution to the positioning problem proposed in other works [18, 21] or the one proposed in this paper.
As we have stated before, in our external schema definition methodology, derived classes are defined and integrated in the repository using the derivation relationship to make the integration process easier and to avoid generating unnecessary intermediate classes. However, one may ask whether the use of the derivation relationship to integrate derived classes in the repository involves an extension of the object-oriented paradigm. However, the repository schema (metaschema) is still an object-oriented schema, as described below. Finally, the use of the repository for defining and storing derived classes as well as external schemas allows their later reuse.
In our proposal, the definition of external schemas is broken into five tasks, although the definition process itself matches with the last three: (i) definition of derived classes using any of the existing mechanisms for ODMG, such as those proposed in [14, 22] ; (2) integration of derived classes in the repository by means of the derivation relationship; (iii) specification of the external schema, selecting from the repository which classes and interfaces are going to be included in; (iv) closure of the external schema, so that neither any class nor interface of a schema has references to other classes or interfaces that are not included in it; (v) generation of the external schema to obtain inheritance relationships between its classes and its interfaces automatically.
As we can see, in this paper we focus our attention on the whole external schema definition process (i.e. specification, closure and generation). The definition of derived classes may be carried out with any of the mechanisms proposed for ODMG.
The concepts proposed for this methodology can be validly applied to the current proposals for defining derived classes in ODMG [14, 22] , as well as to similar proposals. There is no doubt that the features provided by the derived class definition mechanism will have a great impact on the customization we can perform defining external schemas (e.g. from the point of view of information capacity); however, the specification, closure and generation processes proposed in this paper are not affected by this issue.
The five aforementioned tasks interact with the repository storing and reusing information about schemas and their components. Before describing these tasks, we introduce the extension we have proposed to ODMG metadata to enable the definition of external schemas, because ODMG standard specifications do not include support for defining external schemas or for defining derived classes. This extension must include in the metaschema metaclasses for derived classes and derived interfaces, and also metaclasses to represent inheritance relationships between classes and interfaces, since inheritance relationships between classes and interfaces depend on the schema they are included in (e.g. in a schema, A may be subclass of B, but in another schema, A may be subclass of C). In ODMG specifications, however, inheritance relationships between classes or interfaces are not established by taking into account the schema where they take place because only a schema, the conceptual schema, is considered. Rather, enabling ODMG specifications to define external schemas implies the use of several schemas, because there is a need to model inheritance relationships taking into account the schema.
An ODMG metadata extension to define external schemas
In a database, metadata represent, among other information, descriptive information about the objects that make up both the conceptual schema and the external schemas of the database. In ODMG, this information is stored in the Schema Repository [3] , which structure (metaschema) is also an object-oriented schema. scopes of other metaobjects. Module includes an instance for each defined module.
Interface and Class contain all the interface and class definitions respectively. Analogously, Attribute and Relationship store the definition of each attribute or relationship specified in a class or interface. Finally, in Operation, defined operations are stored, and Exception includes instances of all the exceptions that can be raised by operations.
However, current ODMG metadata have some limitations in defining external schemas. On the one hand, ODMG specifications do not include metadata to define either derived class or derived interfaces. On the other hand, ISA and EXTENDS relationships are established in a generic way, without taking into account the schema in which they take place. Next, proposed metadata are described to solve these issues. A detailed study of this extension can be found in [34] .
In [23] , an extension of the ODMG schema repository is proposed for use in integration of heterogeneous data sources. In this work, a new metaclass for wrappers is proposed (wrappers are used to translate local schemas to component schemas, which are defined using the ODMG object model). A new metaclass is introduced to model external schemas too.
Metadata for derived classes and
derived interfaces An ODMG external schema consists of interfaces, classes and exceptions, where interfaces and classes can be derived or not. In our external schema definition methodology, as well as in others [16, 28] , derived classes are fully featured classes. Therefore, without loss of generality it can be said that an ODMG external schema or module consists of classes and interfaces, which can be derived or non-derived. This is an abstraction of both class and interface concepts that we term generic class and generic interface, which are specialized into non-derived class and derived class and in non-derived interface and derived interface respectively.
At the metaschema level, however, we have to distinguish between non-derived components and derived components (e.g. for a derived class, its associated query must be stored). With the current specifications of ODMG, non-derived interfaces are instances of the metaclass Interface, and classes are instances of the metaclass Class. However, current specifications of ODMG do not include a metaclass for storing defined derived classes or a metaclass for storing derived interfaces. Figure 5a and b illustrates the metaclasses we propose for derived classes and nonderived classes (generalized in generic classes), and for derived interfaces and non-derived interfaces (generalized in generic interfaces). Instances of the metaclass Class are every existing non-derived class, and instances of the metaclass DerivedClass are every existing derived class. Analogously, instances of the metaclass Interface are every existing non-derived interface, and instances of the metaclass DerivedInterface are every existing derived interface. The metaclass DerivedClass includes an attribute OQLString for storing the OQL expressions used to create derived classes. Analogously, the metaclass DerivedInterface includes an attribute OQLString for storing the OQL expressions used to create derived interfaces. Figure 5a and b depict the derivation relationship as an ODMG relationship. With regard to classes, the derivation relationship represents the relationship existing between derived classes and their base classes, which can be derived or not (i.e. generic classes). Therefore, in our model, on the one hand, a derived class may be defined from existing classes (derived or not) and, on the other hand, an existing class may be a base class of some derived classes. Analogously, we can follow the same approach for derived interfaces, as illustrated in Figure 5b .
As pointed out above, Figure 5a and b shows the following facts: the proposed metaschema modification to include metaclasses for derived classes and derived interfaces, the new abstractions for generic classes and generic interfaces, and the derivation relationship, all of which retain the structure of the schema repository as an object-oriented schema. Therefore, the use of the derivation relationship in the repository to relate derived classes to their base classes, and to relate derived interfaces to their base interfaces, does not involve an extension of the object-oriented paradigm. The derivation relationship is modelled in the repository by means of an ODMG relationship.
Although in this paper we are focusing on our mechanism, the proposed ODMG metadata extension can also be used in most of the existing mechanisms. This assertion makes sense because the abstraction defined in this paper to generalize derived and non-derived classes in generic classes and to generalize derived and non-derived interfaces in generic interfaces can also be carried out in other methodologies. In addition, the relationship between derived classes and their base classes, and between derived interfaces and their base interfaces, is also used implicitly in other mechanisms, because derived classes and derived interfaces are always defined from other existing classes or interfaces (their base classes or interfaces). Thus, it can be said that this relationship exists regardless of the methodology used. The derivation relationship describes only how a derived class (respectively derived interface) is defined from other existing classes (respectively interfaces), derived or non-derived, i.e. generic classes (respectively generic interfaces). In addition, the attribute OQLString, included in the metaclasses DerivedClass and DerivedInterface to store the OQL expression used to define derived classes and derived interfaces, may also be applied to other methodologies defined for ODMG. Therefore, the benefit is 2-fold. The ODMG standard is extended to allow the definition of external schemas, and existing mechanisms can use the proposed extension in order to be defined on a standard.
Metadata for the components of a schema
External schemas are fully featured schemas (modules in ODMG). Thus, they can be considered as instances of the metaclass Module. Therefore, unlike in the case of derived classes and interfaces, it is not necessary to define an additional metaclass to model the concept of external schema. However, the current definition of the metaclass Module must be modified, so that all the classes and interfaces included in a module, as well as their respective inheritance relationships in the module, can be known. In the ODMG extension proposed in [23] , instead of modifying the existing metaclass Module by adding some properties to it, a new metaclass v_subschema is proposed for external schemas. With the current specifications of ODMG metadata, only which module a class or interface has been defined in can be known, not which module it is used in. That is, ODMG models a definedIn relationship but not a usedIn relationship. Conceptually, usedIn is a ternary relationship and, given that we have a usedIn relationship for interfaces and another one for classes, we have to represent two ternary relationships. With regard to the ternary relationship concerning interfaces, the metaclasses involved are Interface, acting as superinterface; Interface, acting as subinterface; and Module, representing where the inheritance relationship takes place. So, the inheritance relationship between two interfaces in a schema can be determined. Similarly, an analogous relationship has also to be established between classes and modules in order to identify the inheritance relationship between two classes in a module, giving rise to another ternary relationship.
However, because ODMG allows only binary relationships, the two previous ternary relationships have to be transformed. In [35, 36] , a transformation that can be generalized to n-ary relationships is proposed. The transformation creates a new class for the n-ary relationship and establishes binary relationships between the new class and the n classes that take part in the n-ary relationship. Figure 6 illustrates the proposed modifications to the metaclasses of Figure 4 to model the interfaces and classes of a module in the ODMG schema repository, as well as the inheritance relationships by module. The proposed modifications in order to model derived classes and derived interfaces metadata are also illustrated. New metaclasses or the modified ones are shown shaded.
In order to model the usedIn relationship, the proposal includes a new relationship between MetaObject and DefiningScope. With this new relationship, we can identify the metaobjects included or used in a given metaobject, as well as the objects used by a certain metaobject.
However, with the current definedIn relationship we can know only where it was defined, not where it is used. Figure 6 also illustrates how the ternary relationship between interfaces, subinterfaces and modules has been transformed, generating a new metaclass ModuleInterfaces. The instances of this new metaclass are every ISA relationship existing in a module. This new metaclass has as properties a module, an interface acting as subinterface and another interface acting as superinterface. In this way, the subinterfaces and superinterfaces of an interface can be represented in each schema. These three properties, which are modelled as ODMG relationships, constitute a key to expressing the semantics of the ternary relationship, denoting that an interface may have some superinterfaces in the same module, as the ODMG standard states.
A module may have several relationships with several instances of this metaclass, denoting that many ISA relationships can be defined between their components in a module.
This fact is expressed by means of the relationship subtypes-inModule existing between Module and ModuleInterfaces. In addition, ModuleInterfaces has two relationships with GenericInterface to express the interfaces involved and to represent the ternary relationship. These are the two existing relationships between ModuleInterfaces and GenericInterface.
Analogously, it can be seen that another metaclass named ModuleClasses has been created to express the ternary relationship existing between classes, subclasses and 
If we compare our extension of the ODMG schema repository with that proposed in [23] , we can observe the following differences. First, as the ODMG standard states, we include an Interface metaclass in the ODMG schema repository, and in our extension we propose the inclusion of a metaclass for derived interfaces. Second, we do not introduce a metaclass for external schemas (subschemas in [23] ) because we can use the metaclass Module proposed by ODMG given that external schemas and schemas (modules in ODMG) consist of classes and interfaces that may be derived or not. Third, with our proposal it can be known which are the components (interfaces and classes) included in each schema by means of the usedIn relationship, regardless of where they were defined. Regarding the metaclass related to derived classes, this metaclass must have properties concerning the definition of derived classes (i.e. selection predicate, selected attributes, restrictions, their base classes and so on); however, after reading [23] one cannot be certain that these issues have been taken into account. Finally, our proposal does not need to include a metaclass for wrappers. Summing up, according to this comparison we think that if we add the metaclass d_Wrapper, introduced in [23] , our extension could be used by the other proposal and the work proposed in [23] would benefit from the extension we have introduced for derived interfaces and derived classes and also would know the schema components.
External schema specification
The specification of external schemas deals with the selection of classes and interfaces to be included in external schemas. In the proposed external schema definition mechanism, schema specification is carried out in the repository in order to reuse existing classes and interfaces. The specification must allow the selection of schema components (derived and non-derived). By means of this specification, the set of classes and interfaces that initially make up an external schema is obtained. It is an initial set of classes and interfaces because that set may be modified later in schema closure and schema generation steps. Derived classes are defined with the mechanisms proposed in [14, 22] and are integrated in the repository using the derivation relationship, thus making easier the integration process. The specification process updates the repository, adding or modifying the corresponding instances in the related metaclasses (e.g. some metaclasses must be updated to reflect which classes and interfaces make up the defined schema). Thus, the effect produced in the repository by each operation of schema specification must be addressed, illustrating how instances are added, modified or deleted from their metaclasses. In Appendix A, an external schema definition language [37] is proposed. The language allows the schema definer to create new external schemas from scratch or to modify and delete existing external schemas.
External schema closure
The conceptual schema as well as external schemas defined on a database must be closed. In the context of OODBs, schema closure is a property that guarantees that classes in a schema have no references to classes that are not included in it (external references). Existing methodologies propose the inclusion of referenced classes into the schema, so schemas are enlarged to reach schema closure; we name this kind of closure enlargement closure. Enlargement closure is an iterative process because classes and interfaces that are included to achieve the schema closure can also contain external references. Thus, each class or interface referenced by a class or interface of a schema must also be included in the schema. However, the systematic inclusion of every referenced class or interface may include some classes or interfaces that the schema definer did not want to include in the external schema. In this subsection, a new kind of schema closure, named reduction closure [38] , is put forward. Reduction closure replaces classes having external references with derived classes that remove such references. Therefore, schemas are closed and no class or interface is added to the schema.
Reduction closure
Reduction closure is based on transforming classes with external references, removing these references to fulfil the schema closure property. This introduces another approach to achieve schema closure. Unlike enlargement closure, reduction closure is based on the assumption that the schema definer is interested only in the classes that he or she has selected, not in the details that have not been explicitly selected. This new approach simplifies the external schema definition process when referenced classes are not needed, because explicit definition of derived classes for hiding external references is avoided. Moreover, explicit definition of derived classes to update the references to modified classes is also avoided.
In order to illustrate this kind of closure, let us suppose that the schema definer selects only the classes People and Address from the conceptual schema of Figure 3 , as shown in Figure 7a . So, the class Car, referenced by People, has not been selected by the schema definer. If enlargement closure is applied, the class Car must be added, as illustrated in Figure 7b . In addition, given that Car has an external reference to Manufacturer, the latter must also be added to the schema, as illustrated in Figure 7b . Therefore, the schema originally defined may be obscured with the inclusion of every referenced class. Hence, given that the schema must be closed, if the schema definer does not want to include referenced classes, he or she must define a derived class People' hiding the reference to Car of People, and then select People' and Address to make up the external schema instead of selecting People and Address. This is the premise which reduction closure is based on, namely, to replace classes having external references with derived classes hiding such references. Therefore, the schema closure property is satisfied and no additional class is added to the schema. Figure 7c illustrates the external schema resulting from applying reduction closure to the previous example. In the figure, People has been replaced with People', which is a derived class that hides the external references of People in this schema.
Propagating the modifications
In reduction closure, derived classes have to be defined to project out the external references and to update them. However, this definition has to be scheduled carefully in order to avoid multiple modifications of derived classes.
Let us suppose a schema like the one in Figure 8 , where an external schema has been defined including all classes inside the grey area. In the figure, classes E and G have external references to Y and Z, as shown. Given that the schema is not closed, we may suppose that the reduction closure process may begin by generating a derived class E in order to hide the external references of E, and a derived class D that references E instead of E. Then, a derived class A should be generated in order to update the references to D , instead of D. Furthermore, since B and C also have references to D, because they inherited it from A, a new derived class has to be defined for each one. Therefore, B and C are replaced with B and C . However, since G also has external references, a new derived class G must be defined, which replaces G. F has to be defined to replace F in order to reference G . Therefore, the derived class A has a reference to F instead of F; that is, a new derived class A has to be defined and, as explained above, new classes B and C also have to be defined. Thus, we observe how this problem is solved inefficiently, because the definition of A , B and C could be avoided. This is due to the fact that a derived class is defined from its base class in several steps, defining one derived class for each modification needed instead of defining a derived class in only one step where all the modifications are specified. The multiple modifications of derived classes would not have happened if referenced classes had been updated before updating the classes that were referencing them.
In order to solve this problem, we must know which classes with external references must be replaced with derived classes, and which classes are affected by the replacement of those classes. For such a purpose, we propose a set of rules to decide whether a class must be replaced with a derived class to update its references. If these rules are applied, the set of classes to be modified is obtained. These rules consider the five cases that may occur, which are illustrated in Figure 9 . In the figure, modified classes are marked with an asterisk (*), 2 and the dotted arrow points to affected classes.
• If a class A is modified and B is an aggregated class of A, B does not need to be modified because of the modification of A. That is, aggregated classes of a modified class do not need to be adapted (Figure 9a ).
• If a class A has an aggregation relationship with a class B, and B is modified, class A must be modified. That is, if an aggregated class has to be adapted, the classes that have a reference to it have to be modified after it (Figure 9b ).
• If two classes A and B are related with an association (relationships in ODMG), and at least one of them has to be modified, both classes have to be adapted ( Figure 9c ). 2 The five cases identified are obtained from the three possible relationships between classes in ODMG (i.e. association, aggregation and inheritance). One case is associated with the modification of any class involved in an association; two cases are associated with the modification of each class involved in an aggregation; finally, two cases are associated with the modification of each class involved in a subclass relationship (one for the subclass, and another for the superclass). • If A is a class that must be modified and B is a subclass of A, B must be modified after modifying A. That is, subclasses of a modified class must be modified after it (Figure 9d ).
• If A is a superclass of a class B to be modified, A does not need to be modified because of the modification of B.
That is, superclasses of an adapted class do not need to be modified unless they have to be modified for another reason (Figure 9e ).
Following these indications, a list of nodes can be built where nodes symbolize classes to be modified, either because of external references or to propagate the modifications. The node structure is depicted in Figure 10a . Each node contains the name of a class with external references (OldClassName) and the name of the derived class that is going to replace it (NewClassName-this name may be generated automatically by adding a numerical suffix indicating the number of derived classes defined from its base class). In addition, the node includes the list of classes that are referenced by the class (ReferencesTo), the list of external references that must be deleted (ToBeDropped) and the list of references that must be updated (ToBeUpdated). Adding the list of external references (ToBeDropped) in each node makes easier the later definition of the derived class that will replace the class corresponding to that node in order to hide the external references. The list ReferencesTo is used to check whether a class has references to classes that have been replaced with derived classes and therefore, must update its references.
In order to illustrate how this list can be built, let us consider the example in Figure 8 . In this example, G and E have external references. Therefore, a node has to be created for both of them including this information, as Figure 10b illustrates: the name of each class, the name of the derived class that is going to replace each of them and the list of external references to be dropped. Next, applying the five rules, five new nodes must be created (i.e. three for the classes with aggregation relationships-F, A and D-and two for the subclasses of A-B and C). Figure 10c illustrates the provisional list. Nodes corresponding to these classes have the field ReferencesTo set to the name of the classes they are referencing, with the intention of checking later whether they must update their references or not. Now, we have to include in the nodes only the references to the new classes, so that new derived classes may update the links. New names of the classes can be found in the field NewClassName of the corresponding nodes. Figure 10d illustrates the resulting list.
The use of this list makes the application of reduction closure to an external schema easier. If cycles occur between classes related with aggregation, then updating the fields of the respective nodes is enough. In fact, an association, which is a case considered by the rules, can be viewed for this purpose as a case of aggregation with cycles.
If the external schema we are defining includes a derived class DC that has external references, the process is the same; that is, a new derived class DC must be defined from the original derived class DC in order to hide the external references. Now, the external schema, instead of including the derived class DC, will include the newly derived class DC , which hides the external references of the original derived class DC. Both classes will be stored in the repository, and by means of the derivation relationship, we can know which are the base classes (direct or indirect) of the newly derived class. Next, the five rules must be applied in order to propagate the changes of reduction closure.
Reduction closure algorithm
Reduction closure is carried out by an algorithm that takes as an input the set of classes S specified in the external schema specification process. If the schema is not closed, the algorithm returns the set S incorporating the modifications needed so that the schema is closed.
UpdateSchema (S, List)
end if
The algorithm works as follows. First, the function FindClassesWithExternalReferences is called to obtain the set of classes that have external references (Step 1). If the schema is closed, this function returns an empty list. However, if the schema is not closed, this function returns the list of nodes corresponding to classes with external references.
Once the existence of external references has been checked, if the schema is not closed a non-empty list is returned and the function PropagateChanges is called (Steps 2 and 3) . If there exists any class affected by the replacement of classes having external references with derived classes, this function includes new nodes in the list. The function updates the list, propagating the modifications following the rules of Figure 9 , generating a new node for each affected class and updating existing nodes. After propagating the changes, the list contains a node for each class that must be replaced with a derived class, so that the schema is closed under the reduction closure approach. All the information needed to define derived classes is stored in the nodes.
Finally, when the list is built, derived classes must be defined. Then, the schema is updated by replacing with derived classes those classes that have external references as well as the affected ones. This process is carried out by the function UpdateSchema (Step 4). Derived classes are defined with the mechanisms proposed in [14, 22] , because ODMG does not address the definition of derived classes. Details about functions used in the reduction closure algorithm and about the algorithm itself can be found in [39] .
A hybrid approach
Enlargement and reduction closure have their pros and cons. On the one hand, enlargement closure is useful when external schemas must include the classes initially selected as well as those corresponding to their details (i.e. referenced classes), although they were not included initially. However, enlargement closure is not useful when the schema definer is interested only in the classes selected, not in the details corresponding to referenced classes that have not been included in the schema specification step. In such a case, the schema definer must define derived classes hiding the referenced classes to replace classes with external references, and new derived classes have to be defined to propagate the effect of the replacement. On the other hand, reduction closure is useful when the schema definer is interested only in the classes that he or she has selected, but it is not useful when the details related to classes have not been selected. However, if the schema definer is interested in the classes selected and in those referenced by the ones selected, this approach is not appropriate although the referenced classes have not been selected.
Therefore, given that both approaches offer some advantages, the schema definer may be interested in using both approaches together in the same schema definition; that is, in applying enlargement closure to some classes and reduction closure to others. Classes to which enlargement closure is applied are those that the schema definer wants to include together with all their details. Classes to which reduction closure is applied correspond to classes where the concepts they represent are interesting to the users, but not the details that are not explicitly selected.
This hybrid approach may be solved by tagging the classes selected to compose the external schema as transformable or non-transformable [40] . Transformable classes may be modified by applying reduction closure in order to fulfil the schema closure. Non-transformable classes must appear in external schemas without modifying their definition. By default, classes referenced by a non-transformable class may also be non-transformable and they would be included recursively. However, another approach could be used (e.g. tagging the classes when they are included into the set in an interactive process).
Nevertheless, in the hybrid approach, as in the reduction closure, a processing order for the set of classes must be followed. First of all, non-transformable classes must be analysed (before transformable ones) in order to include the classes referenced by them. If transformable classes were processed before the non-transformable ones, some transformable classes could be modified in order to hide external references; however, classes corresponding to the removed references may be included later, while processing non-transformable classes.
The concept of non-transformable class can be understood as a class whose properties and operations must be preserved; that is, they cannot be projected. However, a non-transformable class may have relationships (inheritance, aggregation or ODMG relationships) with other classes of the schema, and some of the latter can be modified because they are transformable classes. Therefore, the non-transformable class must be updated by replacing it with a derived class, which has its references updated. This is not a violation of the 'non-transformability property'; new non-transformable classes represent the same concept keeping their references but having their links updated. These changes must also be propagated.
Therefore, the main tasks to be carried out by the external schema definition process under the hybrid approach are the following. When classes are selected, they are tagged as transformable or non-transformable.
Then, non-transformable classes are processed first by the EnlargementClosure algorithm [18] in order to include their referenced classes. Finally, a reduction closure is applied to the rest of the classes of the schema (transformable classes).
Next, the HybridClosure algorithm is introduced, where two functions, named LabelTransformable Classes and LabelNonTransformableClasses, not described here, are used. Those functions return the set of classes selected by the schema definer to be transformable or non-transformable, and these sets are used as an input to closure algorithms. These functions check whether all classes have been marked. However, if some classes have not been marked the schema definer is asked whether classes are considered as transformable or not.
Procedure HybridClosure (S) 1. NT = LabelNonTransformableClasses(S) 2. T = LabelTransformableClasses(S) 3. EnlargementClosure(S, NT) 4. ReductionClosure(S, T)
As we can see in the algorithm, the call to ReductionClosure now has two arguments instead of only one, in order to process just transformable classes. As a result, the ReductionClosure algorithm must be slightly modified, as shown next.
Procedure ReductionClosure (S, SetToAnalyze) 1. List = FindClassesWithExternalReferences (S, SetToAnalyze) 2. if List = NIL 3. List = PropagateChanges (S, List) 4.
end if
The schema closure problem is also present in ORDBs because the tables and ADTs selected to be included in an external schema may also have external references. To solve this problem, schema closure concepts and schema closure algorithms introduced in this paper can be easily adapted to these databases.
Generation of external schemas
An external schema definition mechanism should provide some facilities to obtain or generate automatically the inheritance relationships between schema components (i.e. classes and interfaces). If this functionality is not provided, the schema definer must set these relationships manually, and this may introduce inconsistent relationships that may be propagated to schemas defined later. Thus, in order to avoid the introduction of potential inconsistencies, it seems to be interesting to have some kind of mechanism that obtains inheritance relationships existing between schema components automatically, known as external schema generation. For such a purpose, we propose an external schema generation algorithm [41] that obtains valid and complete external schemas from a closed set of classes, that is, schemas where every inheritance relationship between classes and interfaces is consistent, and all existing inheritance relationships between classes and interfaces are present in the schema. However, this task is not easy because types must be analysed for interfaces, and types and extents must be analysed for classes. Next, some issues in the determination of inheritance relationships are described.
Issues for determining inheritance relationships
Once an external schema has been closed, under either the enlargement or reduction approach, inheritance relationships between schema components must be obtained.
The mechanism used for such a purpose should take into account the information stored in the repository. For example, if two classes of the external schema are also included in another schema, and in the latter an inheritance relationship exists between them, this inheritance relationship may also be obtained in the former. However, certain inheritance relationships that must be generated for external schemas sometimes cannot be obtained from the repository because they are not explicitly present there. In order to generate these relationships, other mechanisms are needed, including an object algebra, the subsumes() function and the inheritance closure property.
Object algebra. Object algebras return inheritance relationships existing between a derived class and its base classes. In those algebras, obtained inheritance relationships are described depending on the operator used to define the derived class (selection, projection, extension, union, intersection and difference). For instance, the operator selection defines a derived class that is a subclass of its base class, and the operator projection defines a derived class that is a superclass of its base class. In [17] , an object algebra is proposed that also includes join operations. Usually, derived classes defined with joins are placed as subclasses of Object because they include new objects defined from existing ones and, therefore, those new objects are not included in any existing extent. However, an object algebra only obtains inheritance relationships between derived classes and their base classes, not with respect to the remaining classes of the schema. Another problem appears when derived classes are neither subclasses nor superclasses of their base classes (e.g. derived classes defined combining selection and projection operations). Therefore, the object algebra is not enough for generating external schemas.
The subsumes() function. Another mechanism to identify the non-discovered, but existing, subclass relationships is the subsumes() function [42] . It is a boolean function that, given two classes, determines whether a subclass relationship exists between them. Its main problem is that it is not decidable [43] , although this can be avoided in part by restricting the expressions of the predicate definitions, expressing them in a canonical form, so that a decidable verification can be carried out. subsumes() analyses the relationship existing between the types and the extents of the input classes. However, the subsumes() function is not a definitive mechanism because there exist situations where no subclass relationship exists between two classes but there exists a certain relationship between them, as happens when classes have only common properties and/or common extent. This fact is not discovered by the subsumes() function, so that subsumes() is not enough for generating external schemas.
Inheritance closure. Inheritance closure [18] is another mechanism that can be useful to solve our problem. It is based on the mechanism proposed in [44] for automatic type classification. It requires that for each pair of classes of the schema, there must exist in the schema a third class with the intersection of their types and the union of their extents. Therefore, inheritance closure is a preparatory process to make easier the generation of external schemas. If inheritance closure is used, once it has been applied, inheritance relationships can be easily obtained. However, we think that inheritance closure is a very strong requirement when it is used for integration purposes as in [18] because it requires the generation of possibly meaningless intermediate classes that may be unnecessary for external schemas. In [41] , we propose a relaxation of inheritance closure, which states that intermediate classes have to be generated only when they are strictly necessary for the external schemas we are generating, not attending to integration criteria. This fact reduces the number of intermediate classes generated.
Searching space
As described above, information stored in the repository is not enough to obtain all the relationships existing in external schemas, because if a derived class and a superclass of its base classes are included in the same schema, this relationship cannot be obtained from the repository directly. However, a relationship between them may exist. This relationship can be obtained by analysing the classes of the schema. Nevertheless, an exhaustive search does not have to be carried out. Existing relationships have only to be looked up in the subschema made up by the superclasses and subclasses of the derived-class base classes, including also other derived classes defined from its base classes that are also included in the schema. Existing subsumption relationships between the derived class and other classes take place in this subschema. We denote this subschema as the searching space. Figure 11a illustrates a set of classes of a hypothetical repository. From this repository, all classes except C are selected to be included in an external schema, as shown in Figure 11b . (This selection may be carried out using the language proposed in Appendix A.) Figure 11c illustrates the repository with the searching space for C enclosed in the grey area. The searching space of Figure 11c shows that in order to obtain the existing subclass relationships between C and the rest of classes of the external schema, only A, B and C need to be explored (i.e. the superclasses of its base classes included in the schema (A, B) and other derived classes defined from its base classes that have also been included in the external schema (C )).
In general, base classes (if included), their superclasses and their subclasses have to be analysed. This is because the properties and operations of a derived class are inherited from its base classes and their ancestors. Therefore, subclass relationships may exist between the derived class and this set of classes. In Figure 11c , since C has been defined from C, the properties selected have to be obtained from its base class and from its superclasses. In this case, C need not be analysed because it has not been included in the external schema (it is not included in Figure 11b ). D need not be analysed either because there cannot exist an inheritance relationship between C and D. If something was inherited from D, C and D should be related by means of inheritance. Subclasses of base classes must also be analysed because if they are included in the external schema with some derived classes defined from their superclasses, some inheritance relationships may be defined between them.
Apart from exploring base classes of the derived class, their superclasses and their subclasses, other derived classes defined from the base classes must also be explored, but only those included in the external schema. This is because there may exist a logic consequence between the predicates that define both derived classes. Therefore, a derived class would subsume the other one. In this example, C must be explored since a subclass relationship between C and C may exist.
The 
External schema generation algorithm
After introducing the concept of searching space of a derived class, in this subsection, an external schema generation algorithm-introduced in [41] -is described. This algorithm, unlike the ones proposed in other mechanisms, reuses the information stored in the repository.
If that information is not enough to determine inheritance relationships existing between the schema components, the information returned by the definition of derived classes, by means of object algebra and by the use of the subsumes() function is used. The algorithm generates valid schemas, and if predicates that define derived classes are also expressed in a canonical form (e.g. in a clausal form), allowing a decidable test, then generated schemas are complete. Details of the algorithm and the functions used can be found in [39] . Schema validity and completeness are justified in the next subsection.
end if 8. end for 9. for each C i ∈ C / C i is a derived class 10. Find EXTENDS relationships in SpaceSearch(C i ) 11. end for 12. DeleteRedundancy(E)
The algorithm takes as an input a set of isolated classes corresponding to the selection made by the schema definer. This specification may be carried out by means of the declarative language explained in Appendix A. The set of classes selected may have ISA relationships with interfaces that have not been included in the specification. Therefore, the interfaces used by each class or interface included in the schema must also be included in it. This task is carried out by the function AddInterfaces (Step 1). This function searches in the repository interfaces upwards following EXTENDS and ISA relationships. That is, interfaces potentially to be included correspond to those used by classes extended by classes of the schema (i.e. superclasses) or used by other interfaces.
Likewise, schema closure must also be achieved. Schema closure can be carried out following any approach described in Section 3.3 (enlargement closure, reduction closure or hybrid closure). The user specifies which kind of closure is going to be applied. Nevertheless, the proposed external schema algorithm is independent of the closure approach used by the schema definer. External schema closure is carried out by the function Closure (Step 2), which applies the enlargement closure, the reduction closure or the hybrid approach depending on user preferences. The closure approach to be used is specified in a prototype we have implemented for the proposed methodology. The prototype is defined over FastObjects, an ODMG compliant OODB. This prototype uses a graphical interface to specify external schemas and the kind of closure to be applied.
Once the schema is closed and all the interfaces used by the classes of the schema have also been included, and before determining existing inheritance relationships between the interfaces and classes of the schema, the introduction of intermediate classes or interfaces may be necessary.
This task is carried out by the function RelaxedInheritanceClosure (Step 3), which generates intermediate interfaces if common issues are related to type only and generates intermediate classes if common issues are related to the extents of the classes. We name this process relaxed inheritance closure because intermediate interfaces or classes are generated only if they are required by external schemas. However, this fact should not be confused with the intermediate class generation used in [18, 21] , where intermediate classes are generated by attending to integration criteria although they are not needed for external schemas.
Next, when external schemas include all the classes and interfaces needed, taking into account the information stored in the repository, for each pair of classes, we look up in the repository whether an inheritance relationship between both classes has already been defined in other schemas stored in the repository (Steps 4 and 5). This is carried out using the metaclass ModuleClasses, which stores EXTENDS relationships between pairs of classes of schemas. If a relationship is found-i.e. if ModuleClasses has an instance indicating that an EXTENDS relationship exists between both classes in a schema-an EXTENDS relationship will also be defined between both classes in the schema that we are generating (Step 6), updating accordingly the metaclass ModuleClasses with a new instance indicating this fact.
After exploiting repository possibilities, existing inheritance relationships between derived classes and the remainder set of classes of the schema must be discovered. For such a purpose, subsumes() is used to test whether inheritance relationships between derived classes and classes that make up their searching spaces may be obtained (Steps 9 and 10). Nevertheless, and before giving the external schema to the schema definer, redundant relationships must be dropped. These relationships are deleted by means of the function DeleteRedundancy (Step 12), which deletes each inheritance relationship that may be obtained by inheritance relationship composition.
Inheritance relationships discovered by this algorithm are stored in the repository, creating instances in ModuleClasses and ModuleInterfaces depending on whether they are EXTENDS or ISA relationships. For each generated relationship, with respect to classes, the schema, the class acting as subclass and the one acting as superclass are stored; with respect to interfaces, the interface acting as subinterface and the one acting as superinterface are also stored. Moreover, if intermediate classes and/or interfaces have been generated, DerivedClass and DerivedInterface are updated accordingly, as well as the includes-definedIn relationship existing between DefiningScope and MetaObject in order to update the components of the schema.
Justifying the validity and completeness of
schemas generated In order to justify that external schemas generated following the external schema generation algorithm are valid and complete, we assume that schemas stored in the repository are valid and complete. This assumption makes sense because the repository initially includes only the conceptual schema, which is supposed to be valid and complete. Then, if the algorithm generates valid and complete schemas, as follows, the first generated schema will be also valid and complete, which may act as a base for defining other schemas that will be valid and complete too.
Justifying that external schemas generated by the algorithm are valid involves proving that each inheritance relationship generated is valid. In the algorithm, inheritance relationships are obtained in three ways: (i) from relationships existing in other schemas, which returns valid relationships because stored schemas are valid; (ii) from information returned by object algebra operators when derived classes are defined, which returns valid relationships; and, (iii) from the subsumes() function, which always returns valid inheritance relationships by analysing the corresponding types and extents.
Justifying that external schemas generated by the algorithm are complete involves proving that each existing inheritance relationship is discovered by the algorithm. For such a purpose, let us consider the four possible cases: two non-derived classes, two derived classes, one derived class that is a subclass of a non-derived class and, finally, one derived class that is a superclass of a non-derived class. First, if both classes are non-derived, they are included in the conceptual schema, and if an inheritance relationship exists between them, it can be found explicitly or it can be obtained by inheritance composition. Second, if both classes are derived and there exists an inheritance relationship between them, each is in the searching space of the other, and then the subclass relationship would be discovered by subsumes(). Third, if a derived class is a subclass of a non-derived class, then the non-derived class belongs to the searching space of the derived class and the inheritance relationship would be discovered by subsumes(). Finally, and as before, if a derived class is a superclass of a non-derived class, the nonderived class will be included in the searching space of the derived class and therefore the inheritance relationship would be discovered by subsumes().
AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
In order to show our methodology in action, let us suppose that the schema definer is interested in an external schema defined from the conceptual schema of Figure 3 , where the classes Employee and Temporary are replaced with two derived classes Employee' and Temporary' respectively, hiding the department they work in, which is defined in the interface Worker. Both classes will be defined with any of the mechanisms proposed in [14, 22] , and in our methodology both classes are integrated in the repository by means of the derivation relationship.
Let us suppose that the classes specified by the schema definer to make up the external schema are People, Address, Client, Employee' and Temporary', as illustrated in Figure 12 . As can be seen in the figure, the schema is not closed, and classes are not related by means of EXTENDS relationships yet. These tasks are carried out in the next steps of the algorithm.
The external schema generation algorithm begins by including all the interfaces used by the classes or interfaces of the schema. In this case, Worker need not be included because the derived classes Employee' and Temporary' do not use it, since the department defined in the interface has been hidden. Therefore, a derived interface must be defined later (in the relaxed inheritance closure process) in order to represent common behaviour between both derived classes, as we see later.
Next, schema closure is applied. In this case, let us suppose that the schema definer is interested in following the enlargement approach. Therefore, given that People has a reference to Car, and the latter is not included in the schema, Car is included by the enlargement closure algorithm. Moreover, since Car has a reference to Manufacturer, and Manufacturer is not included in the schema either, it is also included by the enlargement closure algorithm, so the schema is now closed. Now, relaxed inheritance closure of the schema is tested. In this case, Employee' and Temporary' have common behaviour that cannot be obtained from the remaining set of classes. Given that they do not have instances in common, an intermediate interface is generated. This interface is named Worker' and it is defined from Worker. The desired interface hides the department, giving as a result the schema of Figure 13 , which is not finished yet.
Next, for each pair of classes, EXTENDS relationships between them are looked up in the repository. In this step, the EXTENDS relationship existing between Client and People is obtained from the repository, as illustrated in Figure 14 . In fact, this relationship is obtained because there exists an instance at least in the metaclass ModuleClasses stating that Client and People are related by means of EXTENDS (at least, this relationship takes place in the conceptual schema).
Then, a subsumption relationship is looked up in the searching space of Employee'. This searching space is made up by People only, which is the only superclass of the base class (Employee) included in the external schema. The searching space of Temporary' is empty, so it does not have EXTENDS relationships with the set of classes of the schema. Next, subsumes() returns that Employee' is a subclass of People by analysing their types and their extents, since each property and operation defined in People is in Employee', and the selection specified to define Employee' generates a subset of the extent of Employee, and therefore, of People. Hence, an EXTENDS relationship between Employee' and People is created in this step and the schema is generated. Figure 15 illustrates the resulting schema.
Finally, redundant relationships must be deleted. However, given that in this example no inheritance relationship is redundant, the generation process has finished and the resulting external schema is the one illustrated in Figure 15 .
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The ODMG standard is an important step forward in the definition of a standard for OODBs that has prompted vendors to standardize OODBs. Since its appearance in 1993, it has received several criticisms, and three versions have been released. However, some deficiencies are still present in the standard, so that some extensions have been proposed to overcome them. One of these deficiencies is related to the definition of external schemas. In order to solve this lack, in this paper an external schema definition methodology has been proposed. This methodology integrates derived classes in the repository using the derivation relationship to make easier the integration process. However, this relationship is not used in external schemas in order to preserve the objectoriented paradigm.
In the methodology proposed, the definition of external schemas deals with external schema specification, external schema closure and external schema generation. The specification process allows schema definers to indicate which components make up external schemas. The closure process obtains closed schemas, and this process may be fulfilled by including all the components referenced by the schema components-enlargement closure-or by replacing with derived classes those classes that have external references, hiding those references-reduction closure. The generation process obtains all the inheritance relationships between schema components, generating valid and complete schemas. In this paper, the schema closure and the schema generating algorithms have been presented, and both algorithms may also be applied to ORDBs. In addition, given that ODMG does not address the definition of external schemas, an extension to ODMG metadata has been introduced in order to enrich the ODMG standard with such a functionality, illustrating how the different tasks of the methodology interact with the extended repository. The language used to carry out the specification of external schemas is described in Appendix A.
Currently, we have developed a prototype that implements the proposed methodology. It is defined over FastObjects, an ODMG compliant OODB. The prototype uses a graphical interface to specify external schemas and the kind of closure to be applied. Schemas may be closed following any of the approaches described in this paper. We chose FastObjects because we need to use OQL to interact with the repository in the schema specification, closure and generation processes. However, FastObjects does not allow the use of ODL to define schemas, so that we have used the schema specification interface we have developed to define conceptual schemas of databases. This interface has also been used to define our extension of the ODMG schema repository. This definition was made from scratch, because FastObjects does not implement this ODMG feature, since it uses its own storage structures.
In our methodology, derived classes are defined using the proposed mechanisms for such a purpose, but these mechanisms allow the definition of derived classes using object preserving semantics only. Currently, we are working on the development of a derived class definition mechanism that also allows the definition of derived classes with object generating semantics, but this fact is transparent to the methodology (schema specification deals with the selection of classes; schema closure deals with guaranteeing that classes have references only to classes included in the schema; schema generation uses information stored in the repository, as well as the existing subsumption relationships between the extents and/or types of schema components, regardless of the semantics used to define derived classes). In addition, we are using the proposed methodology to allow schema evolution in ODMG databases.
class_name may be included in several schemas, and then its set of subclasses may change from one schema to another. In order to include in the schema the subschema rooted by class_name in schema_name, class_name must be included in schema_name, and this fact may be found by analysing the usedIn-includes relationship existing between MetaObject and DefiningScope. Subschema addition implies updating the usedIn-includes relationship for the schema that is being created or modified.
Schema addition. The ADD ES <name> operation adds to the external schema that is being defined each class of the schema name incorporating these classes to the set of components of the schema that is being created or modified. After running this operation, the includes-definedIn relationship of that schema is updated by adding each component of the schema just included.
Class and derived class deletion. The REMOVE CLASS <name> [AND NOT USED] and REMOVE DERIVED CLASS <name> [AND NOT USED] operations delete the class name from the schema that is being modified if the class is included in the schema. This operation involves updating the definedIn-includes relationship to indicate that the class name does not belong to that schema any more. The metaclasses ModuleClasses and ModuleInterfaces must also be updated to delete inheritance relationships existing between deleted components and existing ones. Finally, if the option AND NOT USED is specified, the class name is also deleted from the repository if it is not included in another schema. deletes from the external schema the subschema whose root is name; that is, it deletes from the schema all the subclasses of name. However, this operation is executed if the class name exists in the schema that is being modified. This operation must update the list of classes included in the schema, updating the definedIn-includes relationship and the metaclasses ModuleClasses and ModuleInterfaces. This operation is equivalent to executing as many REMOVE CLASS operations as the class name has subclasses in the schema that is being modified. Similarly, as with previous operations, if the option AND NOT USED is specified, deleted classes are also deleted from the repository if they are not used by other classes or included in other schemas.
Deletion of schemas included in a schema. Finally, REMOVE ES <name> deletes the schema name from the external schema, thus deleting each class and interface included in the schema name. This operation updates the relationship definedIn-includes existing between MetaObject and DefiningScope and deletes the components of the external schema, updating the definedIn-includes relationship and the metaclasses ModuleClasses and ModuleInterfaces for the schema that is being modified. Figure A2 illustrates the effect that the definition of the previous external schema produces in the repository. In addition, the figure also illustrates the definition of the conceptual schema we have used throughout this paper. In the figure, it can be seen that Module has two instances: one for the conceptual schema and another for the external schema we have defined in the example. In addition, a new defining scope for the external schema with their components, as well as instances corresponding to EXTENDS relationships, has also been created. The EXTENDS relationships are obtained by the external schema generation algorithm described in Section 3.4.3.
Effect of schema definition in the repository

